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Formative Embodiment
The Story of Our Biological Forming

Dr Jim Feil DC, RPT, BCST



I have always wanted to find a more direct interaction
between peopleʼs everyday stories and personal process
with the various tidal phenomena of craniosacral
biodynamics. I find that the Formative Embodiment
approach helps me to facilitate that interaction.

Formative
Embodiment:
The Story
of Our
Biological
Forming

As a therapist with over 45 years in practice, I have
foundmyself repeatedly focusing on certain primary
questions: how do wefind effective, efficient and
satisfying responsesand solutionsto the problems,
challenges, conflicts, transitionsand opportunities
that constantly showup in our clientsʼ and our own
lives? In other words, how do wemanage change?

We may have already discovered approaches
and methodologies that are useful and reach a

certain level of effectiveness. As therapists of
different disciplines, we may Trust the Tide, track
sensation and the felt sense, and monitor ego
states (i.e., parent, adult, child). We may look at
family dynamics for the origin of patterns and
support the social engagement system as we work
with sympathetic and parasympathetic responses
to trauma, stressand pain; or explore belief and
attitudinal systems and much more.
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e continually look for ways to refine,
extend and deepen our present
skillsbecause human beings haveW a complexityofprocessesand

functions that, even with all the current research,
we have only just begun to fathom. We grow slowly,
through an ever-evolving sense of the need in our work
for greater precision and clearer principles, guidelines
and procedures that are also flexibleand adaptable to
different individuals in diverse life situations.

Formative Embodiment enters into this on-going
therapeutic and educational enquiry in a variety of
interesting and powerful ways. This is an integrated
approach to understanding the motivating forces
driving human development and responses, and these
suggest that what we need are evermore satisfying
modes of action, behaviour and competent motor
skills to get our jobs done and fulfil our potential.
Action, behaviour and motor competency contribute
to how we manage our work and relationships,
express and communicate our needs and perceptions,
pay attention and listen,and actively form ourselves
to live constructively and happily. This idea goes
much deeper than may at first appear.

Formative Embodiment draws from many sources,
including Craniosacral Biodynamics, Polarity Therapy
and perhaps most notably the Formative Psychology
work of Stanley Keleman. Keleman states that at
every moment of our lives we are either organising,
sustaining, disorganising or modulating an act. To
reflect on which of these stages may apply at any
one moment and in particular situationscan be a
profoundly effective orienting process. This in turn
affects how we engage in and influence our personal
formative development in relation to our goals and
objectives in life.

To participate in our personal process in this way, we
need to understand our inner organising procedure
in detail. Every movement that we make is built
upon a complex coordination of internal ʻmicroʼ
states; such as cellular pulsation, synaptic and
cortical imaging and the recruitment of emotional
and metabolic resources that support our muscular
movement. The skillsand procedures developed in
Formative Embodiment open up this micro world
to us: they provide us with information that is hard
to access through normal perceptual or thinking
channels and refine how we manage ourselves in any

situation. In effect, these skillsgive us access to the
inherent, unconscious, pre-programmed rules of our
biological forming.

As part of our engagement with this organising
micro-matrix,the therapeutic approaches mentioned
above address a primary life phenomenon that
has been called by many names. These names
include the long tide, deep pulse, pilot wave (ARNOLD
MINDELL), ultrasonic core, parasympathetic float
(KELEMAN), dynamic stillnessand more. As Keleman
puts it, “Every organism is organized around the
ancient act of the pulse.”We are structured to
extend towards the world and to gather back. All life
expressions and activities, no matter how complex or
nuanced, are scaffolded upon this primal movement.

The implications and possibilitiesof these two notions
taken together – the action imperative and the deep
pulse – are wide-ranging. They provide the means
to explore the shape and direction of our lives and
health in surprisingways, connecting our everyday
goals and intentions to the deepest sources of vitality,
motivation and organismic intelligence. The interaction
of ourmacro life activities and our micro world creates
a feedback loop for us of unusual and unexpected
dimensions. The skillsdeveloped in Formative
Embodiment enable us to move between the goals,
objectives and states of life that most interest us. We
generate their embodied forms in ways that are highly
respectful of our bodies and emotions.

The methodology of Formative Embodiment,
Keleman has also said, especially engages the
bodyʼs formative function. The primary procedure
is built around story-telling and story-listening,
with an eye and an ear to the formative process
in any individual. Keleman calls this a bodying
practice; its vision is more about learning to shape,
influence and govern ourselves, than correcting or
fixing ourselves. In a session we pay close attention
to the gestures, postures and active expressions
that accompany any topic we care to explore. B y
working with these in a variety of ways, we can
access deep unconscious layers that affect our
way of being in the world; as well as the underlying
factors organising many of the physical and
emotional conditions that hamper us.

A couple of short examples may be useful to
illustrate the work:
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A woman came to see me with two entangled
stories that were creating serious anxiety. She
loved the teaching that she was doing, but the days
of preparation for an event were filled with fear,
catastrophising and anxiety. In enacting her fear, her
gestures of extreme contraction brought into view
the layer of a frightened child who could not stand
to be openly seen. In working with these motoric
expressions,she was able to make direct contact
with this hitherto unconscious memory and find a
form that supported the child to feel secure, which in
turn significantly diminished her pre-event anxiety.

Another client was experiencing extreme hip pain
for no overt reason that she knew; no falls, no blows
and no history of hip disturbance. As she worked
with the gestures that accompanied the story, a
powerful sadness emerged. This turned out to be
the emotion which had transformed itself into a hip
discomfort as a somatic substitution.Her motoric
enactment of her situation led her to its source, and
without any further intervention she received great
relief from her pain.

Formativeness has an extended history. It begins
at conception, moves through all our life stages
and includes our much longer biological and
evolutionary history. This has also been called the
study of our long body. As formativeness is such an
all-encompassing principle, vision and practice, it
enables this work to combine well with almost any
other therapeutic modality.

I have outlined above a few principles and some
fundamental theory concerning Formative
Embodiment. To understand its practice and to
appreciate its possibilities and depth also requires
direct observation and personal experience.

For those that wish to know more, please note that
Introductory Workshops in Formative Embodiment
will take place in London on 1st,2nd March and
30th, 31stMay 2020. A full course consisting of four
four-dayseminars will begin in September 2020.

For more details please send an email to
info@first-expression.co.uk or info@cranio.co.uk.
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ADVANCED SEM INA RS with
B ODY I NTE LLIGENCE for2020

Somatic Psychology and the Potency of Psyche
Brian Tierney 5th-8th March 2020 - Renmore, Galway

The Brain In Depth
Jane Shaw 30thApril to 3rdMay 2020 - Edinburgh

Personalities of the Gut -Symbiosisand theEnteric NervousSystem
Steve Bonnelucq-Lane 15th-18thOctober 2020 - London

For more information goto www.bodyintelligence.com
or email training@bodyintelligence.com
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